A variety of fits to pp and pp total cross sections and p (=Re film !) values are made, including the data from the SppS Collider. These fits are contrasted with those made without the Collider data. If the full data set ( 0 ) 5 GeV) is used, the fits with U growing asymptotically as log2(slso) fail. Fits with u eventually becoming constant are successful. taken directly from the publications. Among the conclusions of that study were:
For.· Reference 
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Here p is the lab momentum and the total cross section is given by the optical theorem, U = (41l'lp)lmf(t = 0): The real parameters A, .0, a, c, p" D, and 0: are determined by fitting to the experimental data. The simple fits set a = 0, so U "" log2(slso). In conformity with the standard picture of the p,w,f, and A2 trajectories, p" the intercept of the even trajectories, was set equal to 0.5 when this term was included. The value of 0: was fitted, with the result 0: ~ 0.50, as expected for the odd trajectories in the standard picture.
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Our original fitsl were done before the earliest measurements of Utot at the SPS collider. Those data were not included in the later fits 2 because they had large uncertainties and would not have had any statistical significance in our fits.
The purpose of this note is to discuss the results of fits that include the recently published UA-1 3 and UA-44 data, as well as the data considered previously. The new inputs for our fits were not the derived cross sections, but rather the experimentally measured quantities: for UA-4, Utot(1 + p2) = 63.3 ± 1.5 mb 4 , for UA-l, Utot(1 + p2)l/2 = 67.6 ± 6.5 mb. 3 Although the two measurements are consistent, the much smaller error reported by UA-4 makes it dominate the fitting procedure at high energies. The slope measurements are 15.2 ± 0.2 Gey-2 for UA-4 4 and 17.1 ± 1.0GeV-2 for UA-l 3.
In Table I are listed the features of fifteen fits for the total cross section and p values. Since our previous studies showed that the odderon amplitudes were very small, we have not included them here. Fits were made with and without SppS collider data. The even Regge trajectory with intercept 0.5 was included (c =j:. 0) in some fits, and excluded in others. Fits with asymptotic behavior U -log2(s/so) were tried (a = 0) as well as ones with asymptotically constant behavior (a =j:. 0).
The behavior U -log"l(s/so) with 1 =j:. 2 was investigated. We further investigated the sensitivity of our conclusions to our choice of y'Smin. Table II shows the results of fits without the SppS data, with 1 set equal to 2 and a = 0 so that U -log2(s/ so) asymptotically. The fits are of good quality and insensitive to the inclusion of the lower energy data (5GeY < y8 < 15GeY). The inclusion of the even Regge trajectory at p. = 0.5 (fit #3) has only a minor effect on the other parameters and on X significantly lower than the fit and contributes inordinately to X2. The statistically less significant UA-1 point is not in disagreement with the fits, as is seen in Fig. 1 . ,)
The failure of the log2(s/ so) fits with a = 0 prompted an investigation of a more general class in which the exponent of log(s/so) was varied from the Froissart bound value of two. The forms used were those of Eq. (la) with a = 0 and the exponent 2 changed to a parameter, ,. The results are displayed in Table IY . 
where the upper sign is for pp and the lower for pp. In the second term s is measured in Gey2, i.e. the scale is arbitrarily set as So = 1 Gey2 .. Since the fit was made in 1976, the ISR data included no pp experiments. Moreover no values of p(pp) 6 were used in the fit at any energy. No X 2 is quoted for the fit. The p values for pp were calculated from the form of Eq. (2) for pp and pp cross sections using singly subtracted dispersion relations.
We have investigated fits of the type log'!, ala Amaldi, using our analytic technique, setting a = 0, So = IGeV 2 and replacing the exponent 2 by the parameter "( in Eq. (la), and allowing c =/= o. The results are shown in Table V . We have used all our usual data in the fit including the UAI and UA4 points.
The even Regge interecept, p" is expected to be near 0.5. If we fix it to be 0.5, the resulting fit has X2 I dJ. = 4.5 which is completely unsatisfactory. If we allow p, to vary, the best fit occurs for p, = 0.81 and"( = 1.999. The X2/dJ. is then 1.26. Although the X2/dJ. is not unreasonable, the fit is suspect, since the value of p, is far from the 0.5 expected from Regge analysis. We conclude that the Amaldi-type fit cannot be reconciled with the full set of data, even when varying "(. The result of the fifteen fits described above is simple. In fit #5, only data above yS = 15 GeV were considered and c was set equal to zero. The fit was a failure. In fit #7, the full data set (yS> 5 to c describes a piece of the total cross section that vanishes as s increases. The restricted data set, however, covers 'almost exclusively the region of rising total cross section, even for pp. Without the many high precision data at lower energy, the parameter c could take on a new role: it could decouple the fit in the region 15 < yS < 62 Ge V from the fit to the SppS points.
Not surprisingly, the fit with yS> 15 GeV and c -# 0 is successful. See Table   VI . Table VI A fit to the data for yS> 15 GeV using the even Regge term (Ii =/= 0). 
=1.11
Of course this fit cannot be dismissed completely because of the inherent problems
in fitting c 1= 0 with high energy data. However, there are some features of the fit that set it apart from the others. All fifteen other fits have coefficient, (3, of the log2(s/so) term near 0.6, while here (3 = 0.36. Furthermore, all other fits have So ~ 300 GeV 2 , while for fit #16, So = 47 GeV 2 . In addition, those previous fits for which c was not zero gave c < 20, while here c = 62.
The new fit differs dramatically from the other fifteen. If it is accepted, then the others must be rejec,ted. In its sharpest form, the choice is between, say, fit #1, which fits 81 data points from Vs = 5 GeV to Vs = 62 GeV and fit #16, which fits 36 data points from Vs = 15 GeV to Vs = 540 GeV. A good fit may be obtained either by dropping the UA-4 datum point at 540 GeV or the 47 data below Vs of 5 GeV. The choice is a subjective one since we cannot know a priori that the functional forms we have chosen are necessarily adequate for describing the . full range Js > 5 GeV. Nevertheless, there are clear reasons for extreme caution in embracing fit # 16.
We have repeated our analysis of the slope parameter d da
including data from the SppS Collider. Because the lower energy data lack the consistency and precision of the alot and p data, in our earlier analyses 2 ,6 of the slope data,? we found it necessary to select a subset of the available data that was reasonably consistent. Even after this expedient, the X 2 's were not impressive.
In the present analysis we follow our earlier procedure 2 ,6 of parameterizing separately the slopes associated with the even and odd parts of the amplitude, writing
and B-(s) = C-+ D-logs.
(4b)
It is essential that B+ (s) grow as log2 s if atot does 2 ,6,7 since one has the approximate relation
9 '--'" '-< The most significant difference between the fits is that the fit including the SppS points predicts lower values for the slope at very high energies. In particular, the UA-4 slope measurement is significantly below the value predicted using lower energy data.
In summary, both the total cross section and slope parameter measured by UA-4 lie below the.predictions made from lower energy data (if it is assumed that a grows asymptotically as log2 (s / so)). We note, in passing, that since the total cross section was determined in the U A-4 experiment by extrapolating the measured differential elastic cross section to t = 0 using the slope parameter, B, the values of B and a are directly correlated. The correlation is such that a low value for B also leads to a low value for a.
We conclude with a comparison of the predictions of several of the fits for collider energies. In Table VII are displayed the predictions of two fits, one with a ~ log2(s/so) (a = 0, fit # 7) and the other with a asymptotically constant (a = 0.0072, fit # 8). The predictions diverge quite dramatically at very high energies.
Forthcoming measurements at the SppS and the Tevatron Collider should be able to clarify which fit is better and make predictions for the Superconduction Super'
Collider (SSC) more reliable. Figure Captions
1.a The total pp and PI> cross section data and fits #7 and #8 . At low energies the pp data is lower than the PI> data and the two fits coincide. At higher energies, the data coalesce but the predictions diverge. Fit #7 (a = 0) lies higher than fit #8.
1.b The pp and pp p data and fits #7 and #8 . At low energies the pp data is lower than the PI> data and the two fits coincide. At higher energies, the data coalesce but the predictions diverge. Fit #7 (a = 0) lies higher than fit #8.
2 The slope data and fit. At lower energies, the PI> slope is greater than the pp slope.
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